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The Constantin Alpha team believes that the key to its success is its integrated and experienced team
and a robust infrastructure. Constantin Alpha has all aspects of exceptional management personnel:
pedigree, expertise, and long-standing close working industry relationships. Our traders have over 60
years of collective market experience amongst them, both at investment banks and on the asset
management side. Constantin Alpha has built and developed a robust trading methodology, with a
proprietary operations system, run by an experienced execution and back office team.
Constantin Alpha exclusively invests in the currency market. It employs both a long-term and
short-term trading model which adopts a multi-tier approach. The long-term model profits from short
to medium term deviations from fair value in the global currency markets. The short term trading
model employs use of higher frequency automated algorithmic trading methods.
At Constantin Alpha, we have an established history as an asset manager in providing focused investment strategies designed and applied specifically to the foreign currency market. We provide sophisticated management services to a wide range of clients including retail investors, institutional and other
qualified investors.

WHY INVEST IN A MANAGED FOREX ACCOUNT?
Currency trading offers important diversification benefits and the currency markets represent an ideal
asset class to investors. They are a useful diversifier due to their potentially uncorrelated returns, but
are also remarkably efficient due to their high levels of liquidity, and 24 hour nature. The benefits of this
are that transaction costs are not prohibitive, and allow high frequency trading, especially in the major
currency pairs. With very few capacity restraints, the currency market is probably the largest,
deepest, and highest volume market in the world.
A unique aspect of the currency markets is the number of market participants that intervene on a
non-profit seeking basis. Professional investment risk-takers, dedicated to profiting from currency markets, only make up around 35% of market participants, as opposed to around 80% or 90% in other capital markets. The other market participants, such as central banks and corporates do not seek to generate profits as their primary motive for currency market intervention. Thus, the central tenet of the
efficient market hypothesis is not applicable, and supernormal profits should accrue to the professional participants.
The global nature of these markets means that the return of currency managers should have a low
correlation to other asset classes. This has been conclusively studied by several major banks. It has
also been found that investing in currency managers may prove to be beneficial to a typical investment
portfolio especially in times of stress when the returns on most other asset classes tend to
becomehighly correlated to each other.

QUICK SUMMARY
Minimum Deposit: 3,000 EUR or your local currency equivalent
25% Monthly Performance Fee based on high watermark policy
20% Monthly Performance Fee for clients depositing 10,000 EUR or more.
Client enjoys full control and transparency over their account.
The account is fully segregated and held in the client’s sole access and ownership.
All accounts held with fully regulated brokers.
Clients can withdraw funds or remove from the program at any time.

our approach

OUR APPROACH
The Constantin Alpha investment philosophy embodies the belief that both discretionary and systematic trading strategies can successfully profit over time from directional price movements but that
they will have different correlation and volatility properties. Our investment approach incorporates the
technical and fundamental backgrounds of our trade managers.
In doing so, we focus on the forests and the trees. We look at the world first through a macro lens,
and then we sweat the details to make sure that we pick the best and right trees to capture the macro
opportunities we seek to capture and also benefit from the intricacies of the intraday market.
We look at all types of drivers of return. Like other investors, we pay close attention to the fundamental characteristics of the trade – both known and forecasted – but we don’t stop there. Prices don’t
simply move based on fundamentals, but also based on shifts in investor preferences for those
assets. These shifts in investor preferences are precisely what technical models intend to capture –
but without insight and after the fact. Our approach is to identify the underlying drivers so that we may
anticipate changes in investor behavior in a way that few do.
Risk management plays a vital part of both our offense and defense. Risk is what investors are being
paid to bear, so we try to understand and avoid those risks that are uncompensated, in exchange for
those risks that provide real opportunity. We then layer on an entirely independent view of risk –
independent of our process, our own data, and our investment team – that further challenges our own
thinking about risk.
This three dimensional approach is a crucial part of our competitive edge.

STRATEGY OVERVIEW
The VConstantin Alpha strategy employs a unique blend of manual discretionary and automated
algorithmic technical trading components alongside very strict fundamental analysis of news flows.
This approach offers broad diversification in terms of time horizon, product, and investment objectives:
allocating across different time horizons, allocating to a range of currency pairs including majors,
relative value crosses and emerging, and through use of a combination of fundamental considerations,
the portfolio is not constrained to linear performance.
The “Opportunistic” sub-strategy applied by Constantin Alpha is a proprietary algorithm which exploits
market price anomalies. These anomalies can be described as trending or mean reverting tendencies
of relative prices.
The unique nature of the Constantin Alpha investment approach is to identify such tendencies.
Decisions are based on a quantitative model designed to detect persistent market inefficiencies in
relative price movements. Proprietary quantitative methods in trade executions lead to disciplined,
transparent decisions and ensure profound risk management.
The “Systematic” sub-strategy incorporates a proprietary multi-time frame break out model that trades
a select group of major, dollar block and emerging market currency pairs. The model includes
short-term and medium-term components which enable it to profit from short-term and longer term
price movements.
It utilizes a proprietary screen to measure volatility relative to its historical range. This process identifies
trade opportunities with risk/reward potential that is expected to be disproportionately favorable. The
model is comprised of two components that focus on different time horizons. The short-term
component has an average trade duration of 3 days and is designed to profit from short-duration
currency momentum and counter-trend moves. The medium-term component is designed to
participate in sustainable price trends and has an average trade duration of approximately 23 days.
The investment philosophy centers on the belief that a portfolio driven by fundamental themes with a
tactical risk-control framework can be profitable and uncorrelated.

VERIFIED PERFORMANCE
Constantin Alpha is the World’s Highest Performing Managed Forex Program.
All performance is Fully Verified by MyFxBook and other world-leading verification services.

Constantin Alpha
Trading type: Automated algorithmic & manual
discretionary
Trading system: High Frequency Intraday and
Medium Term Swing Trading
Instruments: EURUSD, GBPUSD, USDCHF, USDJPY

Constantin Alpha is the World’s Highest Performing Managed Forex Program. We’ve decided to
challenge conventional wisdom by providing retail clients the opportunity to benefit from institutional
quality trading opportunities designed for both newcomers and seasoned investors. Client funds are
held in fully secure trading environments with world-leading, fully regulated brokerages.
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DEDICATED RISK MANAGEMENT & CAPITAL PRESERVATION
The Constantin Alpha investment approach is designed to achieve aggressive outsized profits while
building on the foundation of rigorous risk management and capital preservation principles. We seek
to minimize open market exposure while maximize the opportunities presented to us by the volatility
inherent in the foreign currency market. For our team at Constantin Alpha, long term success means
acknowledging and preparing for those times when markets and/or strategies may stagnate or result
in losses. We employ the discipline, structure, and dedicated research and development to weather and
limit these periods to insignificant levels.
Our uncompromised focus on risk management is paramount to all we do. We analyze risk with a
proprietary combination of internally developed tools that evaluate downside via a variety of metrics.
Strict risk management is rooted within every step of the investment process. This reflects a
combination of capital exposure limits, stop losses, and quantitative measures.

SERVICE
We work around the clock at Constantin Alpha to provide solutions to your investment needs. We put
ourselves in your shoes so we can understand your issue. When you need service, we understand your
need from your perspective and remain active until your issue is resolved. More importantly, we place
the highest importance on privacy and confidentiality for our investors. We adhere to a strict privacy
and confidentiality standard at Constantin Alpha.

SECURITY & TRANSPARENCY
SECURITY & TRANSPARENCY
Constantin Alphaclients enjoy full ownership, control and transparency over their trading accounts. All
client funds are held at an award-winning global renowned full service brokerage in fully segregated
accounts at their AA-rated partner banking institutions Barclays and Credit Suisse.
Constantin Alpha clients maintain full access, ownership and control over their investment. Clients have
full transparency to monitor the trading activity in their account 24/7. They also have full ownership and
control, and therefore can withdraw funds or remove from the program at any time.

Client Funds Held With Fully Regulated Brokers
Constantin Alpha understands that brokerage selection and security of client funds is top priority.
Therefore, all client funds are securely held in fully segregated accounts and traded with a fully
regulated brokerage firm. These brokers hold client deposits with AA-rated global banking institutions
and clearing firms.
More importantly, we ensure the brokerage provides clients and professional asset managers with an
institutional quality trading environment, allowing us to benefit from the most efficient market
conditions available in the FX industry.
Based upon this tenet, Constantin Alpha guarantees the security of client funds.
Constantin Alpha understands that brokerage selection and security of client funds is important.
Therefore, we have undertaken an extensive and dedicated level of diligent evaluation in selecting a
retail brokerage partner who offers a fully regulated environment but also understands institutional
fund management and can provide us with the unique and cutting-edge FIX API services and
technology necessary to apply institutional-grade trading within the retail market.
As a result of this committed effort, all accounts are held with Circle Markets. They are a
world-renowned New Zealand based full service brokerage firm servicing institutional investors and
trade managers and are fully regulated by the New Zealand FSP.
Circle Markets is a full service brokerage run by leading institutional fund managers in their region and
they understand what it means to provide institutional quality service to the retail world. They are also
the first retail broker to offer FIX API institutional trading services for low-deposit clients.
Therefore, they provide clients and professional asset managers like Constantin Alpha with an
institutional quality trading environment, allowing traders to benefit from the most efficient market
conditions available in the retail Forex industry.
Because of this, Constantin Alpha guarantees the security of client funds. All client funds are held on
deposit with top investment grade banks within a fully regulated brokerage environment.

Managed Account Setup
Constantin Alpha client accounts are fully segregated and connected to the Constantin Alpha Master
Control Platform. The Trade Manager executes trades via this master platform and they are distributed
within each client account. These trades are automatically distributed to the individual client accounts
via the broker’s MAM/PAMM technology.
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OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT NOW
In order to join Constantin Alpha and begin earning unrivaled profits, please follow thebelow steps:
Submit your request for application information to Constantin Alpha. Or follow the URL below to
apply directly with the brokerage:
https://live.crm.circlemarkets.com/signup/A2
Complete the brokerage application with Circle Markets. Constantin Alpha will respond within 24
hours to discuss your questions and objectives.
Once your application is completed and approved Circle Markets will automatically link your
account to Constantin Alpha.
You will receive a unique Account # and funding instructions directly from the broker.
Your trading account will be connected to Constantin Alpha. Trading will automatically begin.
You maintain the ability to access and monitor your trading account in real-time.
You may cancel trading or remove from the program at any time.

